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Abstract 

People are always afraid of fear of death, than afraid of death. 

But that is not similar to this thinker. Thinker in sense OF the one who knows ,that what his death is going 

to cause to the future. this paper is focused on terminology of signified behaviour about  justice 

administration governed or influenced by the inspection of philosophical relation. 

The theme of this paper is to testify that how a philosopher dies and give a relation about how things live 

by the thoughts, that’s why any justice administration requires a sacrificial need. 

This paper has been made through the doctrinal research method. 

This paper aims to distinguish by how a true nature of oneness and goal towards a society is needed in 

harmonious manner. 

There are certain views regarding that sociological and philosophical history is a very less to study, but 

the objective here is to determine how this is channelised and glorified for the need of historical pattern. 

Some people lives in past- depression exhaust them, some lives in future, depression also somehow can 

exhaust them. And some living in present have less chances to be exhausted by depression. because ,they 

are in present moment and they enjoy it or live it fully. this is the theme of purpose in the problematic 

study. 

From the critical analysis, the great thinker , if now seen in the eyes of humanity, and in the eyes of 

societies human perspective, the Socrate is a regardable person , not for saying in a fashionable mode, 

because he drank poison at that time, but because for the generations came, they made that poison into an 

elixir of immortality of the thoughts of the great philosopher. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Revolving philosophies of impacting others life is always a crucial point for the structuring of the society.  

With the time passed as years to years , this philosophy of the mind, that people are mortal and thoughts 

can be immortal, is getting a pace with a perspective of changing dimensions of the livingness of a human 

and his thoughts. 

 

PRESENT PERSPECTIVE 

In  day to day life, no one, to prove his point of fact, can drink poison, and also to avoid drinking poison 

can run away from the thoughts spoken by that honourable person. Cause is people don’t think nowadays, 

that anybody cares, or their thoughts are of so much importance that they are going to get a prize of honour 
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regarding the same. only very percent who knows that the one who fights, live with honour , succeed, in 

the journey. 

People if asked about the fact that Socrates for his point of view , died . people will agree to the fact, that 

what a great philosopher, he is.  but no one can come that much closer to practical approach.  the people 

who thinks, do research in the name of humanity are rather disliked or rather less in the context of 

extracurricular activities. 

The days that followed by a researcher, in the making of a history, or to give something to the society ,is 

always the work of infinite dreams, pains, pleasures, and grief. 

many thinkers, who tried their best to give the society a research, have gone through so much 

psychological trauma ,that a normal person cant think of. 

But for the person of guts, who knows that this will happen they give the life of honour of them, in the 

strengthening of the society. 

 

GLOBAL IMPACT 

Every country, has its own dimension of thought provoking research. The capabilities and abilities of 

human nature are same around the globe and same as that for believing in the nature of ideology of 

Socrates. 

What Socrates said, what socrates did for a living are different thinking criteria, but the death, which is 

the subject there , is that PEOPLE DIES BUT THEIR THOUGHTS LIVES. 

And even incomplete work, if it is in the nature of contribution to the society, it will be in it place. 

Whatever be the work of Socrates good or bad, in any thinking approach towards a particular society, it 

is, than also ,nothing will change the phenomena that how he lived. how he died. 

How extraordinarily , he was focused about the nature of thoughts of a person. He, even after 100 years 

from now will be believed as a man of steel will .the consciousness that was driving  force, in the subjective 

nature of Socrates was at a peak level. His disciples tried but no one was able to stop the death, because 

firstly they cant be ahead than Socrates, to make him to do an act and secondly they follows him. they 

knows what he is doing but they don’t want to that happen in this way that , Socrates go away from them.  

 

WHAT IS THE OUTCOME OF MAKING CHANGES IN THE PERSPECTIVE- 

Anyone who is courageous enough to fight the situation will somehow will know the phase and will come 

out of the situation.  

Not because anyone is regarded for the guts ,they show. But because of the guts they show, they somehow 

also create a situation of  change.so showing guts are a blessed thing. 

Framing the perspective of history, everybody goes through some type of sacrifice. And the sacrifice done 

by Socrates at that time made the all changes, which still contribute to the society. 

When a child is growing up , he listens the name of someone- that for his thought , he drank poison, causes 

an image of perfection of Socrates , so it is all about the dimension of death which has been created by 

Socrates, that even the death has a small character , sometimes to the character of a human. 

So what should had happened if Socrates didn’t died like this- 

May be nothing had happened. but there are some specific chances of something other meaningful impacts 

.what would happened if Socrates neglected drinking poison-he wouldn’t be glorified in the ideology of 

philosophy. But what would have happened if Socrates was able to make others to also drink poison with 

him. A revolution type of phenomena had occurred. If it had happened.  
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Other instances are if Socrates was able to neutralize the concept of making his death unhappen due to his 

thoughts translation to others, than also nothing more serious has happened ,in the patterns of history. 

But history has been made. He drank poison. 

Everybody born, study, become something in life, earn money, and later have a family , later retire from 

work, and slowly dies. this type of living doesn’t have extraordinary characters in the patterns of history. 

The persons majorly influencing history are the ones who have contributed sacrifice of their own needs. 

  

FUTURE UPBRINGING FROM THESE STRUCTURAL THOUGHTS 

This is not a reason of chaos, or a reason of unhealthy relationship between nature and mankind, but its 

true that there is a huge facilitated exploitation of resources, which will be in future , not necessarily 

available for the generations to come. 

Meaning here, is the major thing is, even if not giving future generation a healthy environment, than while 

thinking about a good thought is a major mile distance outcome, that can be served to human kind like 

given by Socrates. 

Everybody was living in the patterns of history-like let it be. 

Unless and until the thing happened to someone he always try to run away from that problem. only persons 

like lord krishna, Gautam buddha, and swami Vivekananda, mahatma Gandhi, are the persons majorly of 

having their own thought process, and some are god also. 

So in todays context, where covid-19 pandemic is also in force, people are not much evolving about what 

is good for them, even if they want to do a certain thing ,they will do it even if other people want to 

influence them, or to stop them, if because of that certain act , a loss can happen. 

People have seen so much devastation, that they want to fulfil their senses fulfilment first, than they wants 

to think about others phenomena. 

It is true, and in strict sense, it is followed , because no one have a proof that they will see tomorrow sun 

or not. 

What would happened if Socrates was able to make other people also to drink poison-in a hypothetical 

situation. Or other people stops the government from doing this specific task of killing him or making him 

immortal. 

In the nature of mortality and immortality, if it is finded out that someone is immortal , it is only through 

after the death, that ideology lives, the work lives, is concentrated under the tag of immortality. 

 

JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION REVEALED 

Many times people fails, many times people succeed, but the one who knows , he will be defeated, than 

also keep fighting, is a role model of livingness in the society. 

It can be easy that we can also be as great like a jurist or philosopher . but to become great in any field the 

sacrifice required is always great. 

The legend-bhagat Singh , raj guru, Sukhdev, all of the three person’s goal was clear , so for that death is 

not a big deal for them, that’s why they got hanged happily, but their ideology of revolution, was still not 

as much understood in the world history, because the rulers was britishers and they were the reason of this 

mishappening. 

Socrates philosophy of life is always considered in the philosophical aspect as a guiding principle for the 

ones whose life’s concept are narrow. 
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Holding the structures of philosophy of Socrates is still under a thought that how the generations to come 

will grasp the concept of different style of living, and thoughtfully impacting the lives of others. 

When someone hears about Socrates , that he drank poison, they just say, that he is honourable, or might 

be chance of saying wasting the life. But the major prospect of the upcoming from the concept that 

Socrates has given will keep on living than the generations who are passing through decade to centuries, 

and to centuries to come. 

It can be a pride moment for any person, whose goal is going to fulfilled through may be death also.  but 

the others who are the nearer and dearer ones understands but is the grief of leaving them. same can be 

understood to Socrates is PLATO. 

Every justice department around the world from the little-little gaps into this study can be summarized 

from the objective that how a person requires a strong will to give a decision by acting as a judge or the 

official. Every time of the sometimes is always diminished in the patterns that it will be done later, because, 

to get to a conclusion, the building block of the judgement delivered has to go through a review by the 

judges themselves .and this is the practicality of this research. 

Considering a terminology that there is no right available to persons, it means that they are lacking a right, 

it means they are not having that right, or a privilege, that is available to others. 

Inspiring from this fact if it is concluded that a person having a right, than that person have a extra possible 

thing available than a person who does not have a right. 

Conforming from this fact if it is assumed that rights are having a capacity to build extra layer of power -

negative or positive , by the given concept of the society. 

Coming from approaches from different perspective , if it is concluded that when a person is having a 

power to defeat someone, than someone that specific person is having a negative power that he can be 

absorbed by the power carried by the other person. 

 

DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS REGARDING THIS 

If someone is having a power to defeat another person, and under an obligation to be defeated by someone 

else. if some one has power to defeat another person by given power of someone else. if someone has 

power to defeat another person and the power to defeat an another person also. double power. if someone 

can be defeated by another person, and has power to defeat someone. if someone can be defeated by 

another person and has power to save himself. if someone can be defeated by a person and he also have 

same power to defeat that specific person. 

In multiple situation if there is right is created, than under the themes of law, it can be true that right is 

created by taking someone else right, or by transferring in positive sense, or not even having an impact on 

others by creating that specific right. only deep study goes to concentration where an invention of 

something major importance is needed, than minutely these are studied, otherwise these are practical in 

nature and just making a sense of what is happening through which terminology and which is explored by 

the society. 

Basis of rule of law-from different law makers , to different jurists , judges who have propounded law are 

always under an obligation of time perspective of changes or removal of their definition of law. 

Administration in different countries have came through a different influence from one place to another. 

But majorly the old king rule was there. But NOW IN THE MODERN ERA, the concept is of people’s 

rule. Democracy. 
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But now the problem is still there of administration. nobody remains happy in a time frame. They want a 

new look for everything. People now in democracy, have started criticizing that their choice is not fulfilled. 

elected leader is of not their choice-not for all but not also for few.  

Administration of a country nowadays looks a very smooth structured formula in a framework. But for a 

Separation of powers to be in a continuation mode, the framework have different capable layers of 

agencies. 

Some countries have channelize their administration through strict senses and some of them have been 

devastated through crises that they have no choice than to first regain consciousness of government. 

SEPARATION OF POWER redefined-for any dignified innovation, a killing of time mercilessly, sleepless 

nights are included, sacrifice is justified- 

In any country if power is divided, it is through the legislature, executive and judiciary wing but if new 

ideology is established like-- 

Three power holders if are – 

Firstly law making and implementing  body. 

Secondly,judicial body. 

Thirdly independent body of jurists , scientists, -different field persons who are appointed for upcoming 

any immediate crises.by a common terminology of immediate decisions machinery. 

In this type of separation of power, second one is independent, and first and third through people’s 

involvement. 

First one through people’s election. Second one is independent and through the procedures followed. and 

the third special one is through merit. 

If some person is strong enough that, he can make a new equation for example like for becoming a 

scientist,- that type of person should be in this third category. 

In this separation of powers, if some phenomena should be used, it should be that legislation and executive 

are to be in first phase. it is not a very high thing to do, because already these two already are joint to one 

another. And if it is a hard thing than create a fourth body which is mentioned as new third category. 

These things take time, when a nation is building, is a one perspective, but these things will not take time 

if seen through a different lens of knowing the fact that how much we came from the patterns of history 

with that much time. and the availability of resources which can make the time of country efficient of 

highest grade. the whole thing matters how we think, and which choices are made. 

If a country is ruled by a chosen ruler at one level, and peoples representative at another level.it looks 

alright, it looks nice. 

It looks nice, because out of this terminology, it cant be thinked ,and if thinked who will listen to these 

ideas, and if listened, than how it will be implemented, and if implemented, who will stop to see the result. 

Wait. people can wait as fast as they have taken vaccine to save their lives.      

Factors affecting thinking towards new objectives-firstly too much use of resource, and too much stoppage 

to think. Secondly- irregularity of quality education through out the country. Lastly-degradation of 

environment and human causing stress 

 

CONCLUSIVE FACTOR 

There are terminologies, there are dignified significance and there is the passion towards a definite goal 

to be achieved. without pain there is no gain, simultaneously the gain is always justified by the pain.to 
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make others to think , that what is needed in a justice terminology by itself going through a hard 

mentioning truth, than it  is a blessed phenomena. 

Same is termed for even in the realm of truth fullness of media agencies to conclude- 

indian republic, under the starting phase from door darshan platform, and local news papers in regional 

language was a platform of curiosity, entertainment , knowledge, meditation, and following basic 

ideologies of renowned person ,with local news and international news. at present India, is under an 

obligation , to describe what is truth and what is not. 

the procedural change from article writing in newspaper, to posting comments on Facebook similar like 

platform, is always under scrutiny. 

India, is changing, with a pace that is unmatchable to neighbouring underdeveloped countries. 

when a philosophy evolves around media, the basic ideology, is always under question for example, if a 

debate is going on news channel, majoritically the people called for the debate are from different caste, or 

parties. not from a common political party, or a religion. 

now the conclusion about justice towards mankind is in the hand in truthfulness. 

not believe over something. 

 now coming to international perspective, there are fight between the countries, they are fighting with each 

other, and than capturing it, like old days, even the un perspective is not able to stop the death of people 

who are innocent. if time comes to save the humanity, to save the people who have done nothing wrong, 

should be protected by the one who holds power. 

 a better leader -is, in his best form, when his people listen to him, and if is going to save humanity, he 

will fill emotions to their soldiers that let they be the one who suffers, but we will give a phase of peaceful 

sleep to humanity. here, i mentioned phase, not future, because, we are born and living in that type of era, 

where Pegasus types of virus are in force. biological weapons are on the move and the last - artificial 

intelligence is also on the move. you can ask google about the maps, in future, google will be able to tell 

you that you are happy or not, by simply calculating , what you are doing on your mobile or any device. 

the thing to fear is-we living in this type of era, we have to understand that when a child is born, he knows 

nothing and slowly -slowly with time and experiences he becomes a person so everyone protects their own 

people, the day artificial intelligence get known by the procedure, it will use that technique, that within a 

year he will destroy everything of humanity. within a year , is here mentioned because, they will know, 

that humans are aware about these and are monetarising it, they will do functionally with humans until 

and unless they get up to the roots of a human. and when they find the nerves, that might be a starting 

phase of different era.so here i will not say that i know something, and please call me , i ll tell it to you 

already,- filling emotions inside the artificial intelligence is an hard task but not the impossible one but 

yes -the precaution one, which will be the only guiding factor for deciding the future. 
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